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1. Introduction

The idea that a generative grammar should include a word formation

component has become commonplace since the beginning of the 1970',s.

However, there are several different ideas about the nature of word forma-

tion rules and, in relation to this, the internal organisation of the morpholog-

ical component. In this article, views on this subject, expounded by Kiparsky

(1982a,c) within the framework of Lpxtcer- PnoNot-ocv, will be evaluated'

àh" follo*ing three important questions will be dealt with in particular:

should cornplèx words bé tisted in the lexicon (section 2), can word formation

rules be ordered extrinsically (section 3) and can roots function as input to

word formation rules in English and Dutch?.(section 4)*'

2. The place of complex words in a competence theory

In morphology two different approaches can be distinguished concerning

the place of complex words in the competence theory'

A. The dynamic aPProach:

'fhe morphological component should define the class of possible com-

plex words in a language; the lexicon only contains a list of simplex words

ànd/or rootsl. .fhe Jass of actual complex words does not have to be defined

by grammar. The question which complex words'exist', and what idiosyncra-

tit 
"properties 

they may have is not a matter of grammar or competence, but

a mattàr of performance. This approach is found explicitly in Beard (1981)

ancl also, with some modifications, in Kiparsky (1982a,c)'

B. The static/dynamic aPProach:

The lexicon comprises a list of simplex as well as actual complex words'

Morphotogical rules are redundancy rules: they relate actual words to one

unoà"r, t ut ttrey can also be used creatively to form new complex words.

T'his approach is that of Jackendoff (1975) and Aronoft (1976), Jackendoff

emphasizing more strongly the redundancy rule function and Aronoff the

*r"utiu" function of morphological rules. Halle (1973) also presupposes a list

of actual complex words"
- I *i.h t" 

"r"rk 
J. van Marle, T. van Haaften and P. van Reenen for their comment on

an earlier version of this article, for which contents I am solely responsible. I also thank Camiel

Fíjnenberg for his English translation of this article, originally published in the Dutch journal

Spektator (Vol. 12(1982-83), 169-188).' 1 ,Roots, are to be understood as 'bound morphemes which are no affixes', sttch as dynam

in *dynamisch 'dynamic' and*agres in agressief 'aggressive' (cf. Bloomfield 1933:240). Contrary

to stems, it is not sufficient for roots to be provided with the required inflexional elements in

order to function as independent words, whereas it is also difficult to assign a meaning and/or a

syntactic categorY to them.
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The essential difference between the two approaches is that A assigns the
notion of actual complex word to performance, whereas B accounts for this
notion in the competence theory. Approach A does not deny that the indi-
vidual speaker has stored complex words in his memory, but claims that this
is in a \ilay comparable to storing idioms, proverbs and sentences like How do
you do? etc. in one's memory. Just as the existence of idioms does not imply
that every output of syntactic rules should be entered in a list which is part of
our competence, so we can say that this is true of the output of morphological
rules. As a result, approaches A and B can be represented in the following
scheme.

F,"..-rÀl i
I words l/_-___r--/

linguistic behaviour

Approach A claims that information about actual complex words does
not play a role in the application of the rules of grammar, whereas B main-
tains that it does.

I shall review now various arguments in favour of B. ,As we go along it
will become apparent that a number of arguments are plausibility arguments,
whereas others, in particular those relating to forrnal irregularities, have a

more compelling nature.

2.1. The distinction between actual and possible complex words

The first argument in favour of entering complex words in the lexicon is

that an adequate description should rnake a distinction between actual ànd
possible complex words. This distinction is also known in the morphological
literature as the distinction between norm and system.

Botha (1968:131-134) rejects this argument: the familiarity of a complex
word should not be accounted for by the competence theory, but is rather a
matter of performance.

The second possible counter-argument is that the distinction between
norm and system is not correct. Provided that our analysis is careful enough,
no'accidental gaps'will rernain in the lexicon, only'systematic gaps'. The
'gaps' in the set of complex words are due to systematic restrictive principles
which usually have a semantic or performative nature (Beard (7981:253),
Plank (1980)).

The third counter-argument is that the boundary between actual and

possible complex words is rather vague (Kiparsky 1'982a). When may we
reogrd a cnrnnlev lxrrlrri,to qr srcfllal r^ffÈl^v "'^"1Í)

A

list of complex words
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In my opinion, the first of the three counter-arguments is the strongest, at

least in the sense that it is difficult to raise a compelling argument concerning

this choice in the delimitation of the empirical §cope of the competence

theory. However, this view does not explain why, in contrast to syntax,

'(un)familiarity' appears to play a role in word formation. See also Van
Marie and Koefoed (1980:141) on this subject. They point out that, to the

speaker's intuition, forming a new word means creating language, expanding

the language system, whereas this does not apply to syntax.

ThJ otÉer two counter-arguments are not very strong. The second one is

an unsubstantiated claim, whereas with respect to the third we can say that
the fact that the boundary between possible and actual words cannot always

be clearly drawn, does not imply that the distinction has thereby been ren-

dered irrelevant.

2.2. Semantic irregularities

Aronoff (1976:18) turns the observation that complex words, once

created, can have unpredictable semantic properties into a cornerstone of his

theory. The very fact that newly formed words come into existence and are

entered in the lexicon, turns them into independent linguistic signs and allows

them to undergo semantic change.
The difficulty with this argument is that there are also word groups with

an idiosyncratic meaning. But nobody would conclude from this that all prod-

ucts of syntactic rules 'exist', and consequently, can become idiomatic.

Moreover, Aronoffs theory is inconsistent in this respect, because on p. 45

he assumes, quite conversely, that words are entered in the lexicon onLy after

they have acquired at least one idiosyncratic property; this is a plausible as-

sumption. It is precisely the idiosyncratic properties_of-complex words that

forcà us to allow them a place in compeienc". In Halle (1973:6) too, the

idiosyncratic properties of complex words form the reason for the distinction

o"ti",ï'1",1ï:ïÏï:"ï"fï"iJ! s,,* be made a necessary condition for

the occurrence of semantic change, yet the problem remains where the

idiosyncratic meanings of a complex word should be recorded. For instance,

the Dutch 
"o*po.r.rà 

klokhuis'lit. clock-house' has the unpredictable in-

terpretation '(aiple-/pear-) core'. The fact that this term is primarily related

to àpples and'pèàrs ii no doubt a matter of knowledge of the world, but this

arffient can ïardly be maintained with reference to the meaning of 'core''

Cànsequently, it is óbrioor that a lexical entry for the complex word klokhuis

shouldie created where this idiosyncratic meaning can be recorded.

In approach A one is forced tó postulate a list of complex words existing

outsideiómpetence. This solution is not only unmotivated, it leads one to ex-

pect that idiosyncratic aspects of meaning have no interaction with mor-
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phological rules in competence. However, it appears that this is the case (see
section 3.2) and this is another reason why approach A is not desirable.

2.3. Formal (ir)regularities in complex words

Complex words may have unpredictable formal properties, as Botha
(1968) has already demonstrated with respect to compounds in Afrikaans,
which may contain an unpredictable linking phoneme. How artificial solu-
tions may become when approach A is followed is shown by Kiparsky's
(L982a) analysis of the word obesity, which constitutes a negative exception
to the well-known English Trisyllabic Shortening Rule. In this word, the
vowel of the second syllable is long instead of short, as the rule predicts (cf.
serëne - serënity). Kiparsky's solution in this case is to mark the base word
obese as a negative exception to the rule. When obesity is derived from obese,
this negative exception feature is carried over and the Laxing Rule is
blocked.

The artificiality of this solution2 resides in the marking of a word as an ex-
ception to a rule by which it cannot even be affected, obesebeing a bisyllabic
word. In addition, this description implies that if the form of a complex word
is exceptional, all othpr words derived from the same base word are also ex-
ceptional in the same respect. This prediction is wrong. For instance, French
has a rule of Learned Backing which changes the front vowel of a base word
with the feature [+LeenNeo] into a back vowel if the suffix is also

[+LeanNeo], ".9. fleur-florale. However, there are several complex words in
French which, in spite of the fact that both the base word and the suffix are

[+L], are not affected by the rule in question, such as the word fleuriste
'florist', like florale derived from fleur (Dell and Selkirk L978:42-43). Dell
and Selkirk insist that "...these words, but not the morphemes that compose
them have to be marked with an exception feature [-Rule LB]" (p. 43).

In this respect, approach A also causes problems for the representation of
verbs like beloof 'promise' and geloof 'believe' which behave synchronically
like complex words. According to approach A these words would have to be
derived by prefixation from a root loof which does not exist as an indepen-
dent word. Apart from the difficulty to predict the meaning of these words,
there are also problems as far as their formal properties are concerned. Be-
loof 'promise' is a verb which can occur with infinitives preceded by om te
(for to) whereas this does not apply to geloof 'believe'. It is clear that such
syntactic information cannot be coded on the root loof.

2 Cf. also Halle (1973:5) who makes the following observation about irregularities such as
the long vowel in the first syllable of obesity. "...it appears somewhat forced to incorporate this
information in the morpheme list or in the wsrd-fqrmation rules".
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Conversely, words derived from an irregular simplex word cdn be regu-
lar, such as the weak verbs stofznigen'vacuum' and beeldhouwen'sotlpture'
derived from the strong verbs zuigen osuck' and houwen 'hew'. Kiparsky
(19741L982b: 208-209) cites many instances of this phenomenon from several
languages. Here too the complei words should be entered separately in the
lexicon.

2.4. Productivity

If, as approach A implies, each complex word becomes available for lexi-
cal insertion only through the application of one or more morphological
rules, it is impossible to account for the distinction between productive and
non-productive rules, considering the fact that those rules which have be-
come unproductive and therefore, according to approach B, only function as

redundancy rules, still must apply, according to approach A, to derive words.
An apparent escape-hatch involves providing all simplex words which

may be affected by unproductive morphological rules with a diacritic feature
which is also mentioned by the rule in question. For instance, since Dutch has
the deverbal nouns komst ocoming', dienst'service' and kunst'art', we can
mark the verbs kom ocome', dien'serve' and kun'be able to' as taking the
non-productive nominalising suffix -s/. The point is now that complex words
must also be marked in the same way, witness the following Dutch examples.

bekomst but: ontkom *ontkomst

'fill' 'to escape'

voorkom *voorkomst

'to prevent'

ontvang ontvangst but: vervang *vervangst

'to receive' 'receipt' 'to replace'

trevang *bevangst

'to be seized'

Yet these words are not available for marking, because the lexicon only
contains simplex words. This 'escape hatch'thefefore is for approach A not a

feasible one3. Consequently, approach A. can only be maintained if non-pro-
ductivity is regarded as part of performance, so that it becomes necessary to
assign deverbal nour.ls like balgsl'bending', sc.hrijfst 'writing'etc. to the clas-s

of possible but non-existent words and this conclusion is diametrically
opposed to the morphological intuitions of native speakers of Dutch.

3 Kiparsky (1982a:40) is aware of this problern: "By adopting this approach [i.e. admitting
only simplex words in the lexicon] we make the very strong prediction that idiosyncratic marking
for susceptibility to morphological processes should be concentrated in basic lexical entries". The
data presented in (1) are clearly counter-examples to this claim.

(1) bekom
'to get'
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2.5. Morphological ghanges

There are several different forms of morphological change that cannot be
understood without the notion 'existing complex word'. These include such
phenomena as paradigmatic levelling, metanalysis, hypercharacterisation,
reanalysis and affix-clustering. FIowever, it is not necessarily true that the
existence of complex words implies that they should occur in the lexicon of
the competence theory. Unlike the arguments prosed in section 2.2 and2.3,
which proved that certain properties of complex words play a role in gram-
matical rules, the phenomena presented below do not provide compelling ar-
guments for approach B, but they do make it plausible.

A well-known example of paradigÍnatic levelling is the change of Latin
honos'honour' nom. sg. to honor, on the basis of such forms as the genitive
honoris and the accusative honorem (Kiparsky 197211982b:99). V/ith respect
to this example, Kiparsky points out that the derived adjective honestus'hon-
est' keeps the -s of the base word. In other words, the derived word honestus
becomes autonomous as soon as it has been formed, and is not derived anew
every time from honor; it follows then that paradigmatic levelling does not
affect this word.

\We find a similar situation in Dutch where, for instance, the form verko-
ren 'chosen', in the paradigm of verkiezen'choose', has been levelled to ver-
kozen'chosen', but the -r remains in the form uitverkoren'elected', a trans-
position of a past participle to an adjective.

An example of metanalysis is the development of the suffix -ling in Dutch
(Koefoed I97B 45) and in German (Plank 1980:74). As a result of boundary
shift in words like edel+ing 'nobleman' and Karol+ing'Carolingian' there
has developed a suffix -ling which occurs for instance in naarling 'an odious
fellow' and stommeling'a dunce'4.

Hypercharacterisation involves adding an affix to a word which already
has an affix with the same function, as in Dutch Dominic*an*er'Domini-
can', August*ijn*er'Augustinian' and Francisc*an*er'Franciscan' (van
Marle 1978:149) and in German Prinzessin 'princess', Baronessin 'baroness'
and Friseusln 'hairdresser' (Plank t980:77).

Dutch examples of reanalysis are found in van Marle (1978:1,52). An
example from French is the xrffix -age, which was initially attached to such
nouns as aunage (from aune'ell'). As soon as it existed, aunage could be rein-
terpreted as a derivation from the verb auner 'measure by the ell'. According
to this kind of reinterpretation, -age became a verbal suffix in modern French
(Fleischman L977:97). This phenomenon is reflected in Dutch in the coexist-

a Metanalysis also rarely occurs in syntactic configurations, as in English a napron > an

apron.This kind of metanalysis, no doubt, must have been influenced by the fact that a and nap-
roz constituted one phonological word.

I
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ence of denominal and deverbal words in -age,like takelage'rigging'by the
side of stoppage'invisible mending'.

Affix clustering, whereby two affixes come to function as a unit, also pre-
supposes the existence of complex words on the basis of which the language-
-user may regard the occurrence of two such elements in one word as a unit.
Some examples from Dutch, in this case discontinuous affix clusters, are:

(2) ge + tld gelaarsd'booted', geboord'drilled', gebeft'collared'
be + t/d behaard'hairy', besnaard'stringed'
be * ing beharing'hair', 'hair-covering'
ver * iseer veralgemeniseer'generalise'
de * iseer destaliniseer'destalinise'
on + elijk onvermijdelijk'unavoidable'

In cases like veralgemeniseer'generalise' , destaliniseer 'destalinise' and onver-
mijdelijk'unavoidable', it is conceivable to propose a possible word as a link
in the derivation. However, gelaarsd 'booted' cannot very well be
regarded as derived from the verb laars 'boot' ot beharing'hair' as derived
from the verb behaar'provide with hair'. Most likely these words have been
derived directly from laars oboot' or haar ohair', which implies the assumption
of affix clusterss.

2.6. Paradigmatic word formation

The fact that the notion 'existing complex word'is not a superfluous one
also emerges from the paradigmatic dimension of word formation, for which
Kaldeway and Koefoed (1979), Van Marle and Koefoed (1980) and Sassen
(1980) ask renewed attention. Words, once created, come to be placed in a
framework of paradigmatic relations to other words, relations which do not
necessarily reflect the derivational history of those words, and may con-
sequently cause the development of secondary types of word formation. The
following examples serve to illustrate this point.

s A special point is the question whether the various forms of an inflexional paradigm
should also be registered in the lexicon. According to Aronoff's criterion this only applies to the
(usually sporadic) irregular inflexional forms. Halle (1973:7-9) on the othcr hancl, advocates the
incorporation of complete inflexional paradigms in the lexicon. One of his arguments for this
.ziew, is the phcnomenon of paradigmatic levelling or paradigmatic pressure and for this reason
he feels that paradigms should sc.mewhere be incorporated into the grammar. "If paradigms can
influence the evolution of language, then there is every reason to expect that paradigms must ap-

pear as entities in their own rights somewhere in the grammar".
Paradigmatic levelling, however, can also be explained by the hypothesis that the language-

acquiring chilcl infers thc rinclerlf ing form of the stem (.c.g. hottor inste acl of honos) from thc cvi-

dence of the heard ïarms ho,noris and honorem, without there being question of a complete
paradigm of all forms in the lexicon (cf. Kiparsky 1,97811982b:230).
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(3) schip'ship' -----------) : schipbqeuk'shipwreck'
: schipbleukeling'shipwrecked
person'

I

vakantie 'holiday' : vakantiebreukeling 'holiday-wrecked
person' (M. Toonder Hm. p.157.
Dutch comic)

-[arbei-d]' 
'work'

arbeideÍ-íó-rker' -l;Èu"iar,er'female worker'
bestuurder'administrator': bestuurdster'female governor'

(Uitkijkpost Heiloo 31.3.82;
Dutch local daily)

aktievoerder'campaigner': aktievoerdster'female campaigner'
(Hervormd Nederland 18.4.81 ;

Dutch weekly)

sympathie'sympathy' :sympathisant'sympathiser'
antipathie'antipathy' :antipathisant'antipathist'

(J. Blokker, De Volkskrant,
30.ï0.77; Dutch daily)

[bevol\1" 'populate'

bevokiff -lopulation':be--volkers'populators'
universiteitsbevolking : universiteitsbevolkers'university
'university population' populators'

(Forum der Letterenz0 (1979) p.93;
Dutch academic periodical)

In all these examples new words are formed by the substitution of a mor-
pheme. The point here is that the paradigmatic relations which form the basis

of these substitutions can only be applied to existing linguistic signs. It is true
that we cannot decide on the basis of these phenomena whether the 'exist-
ence' of these signs is part of competence, but such phenomena do get a natu-
ral interpretation in approach B, as in the case of morphological changes.

2.7. Conclusions

In my opinion, the phenomena discussed so far give ample support to ap-
proach B, which implies that complex words, or at least those complex words
with minimally one idiosyncratic property, are entered into the lexicon. Ar-
guments in favour of this view have been presented in sections 2.2 - 2.4,
whereas those phenomena observed in sections 2.5 and2.6make this concep-
tion of the lexicon even more plausible.

lll

lv
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3. Lexical Phonology an the nature of the lexicon

In Siegel (L97411978) we find the following hypothesis with regard to the
organisation of the morphological component of English:

(4) Simplex words and roots

Class I utti*ut*o, ('+ - affixation')
J

Cyclic stress rules

Class II uttirutio, ('1F - affixation')

\ilord level s*ss rules

Well formeo *oras

Class I affixes can shift the stress pattern of the base word, such as -ee in em-
plóy - qmployée or -al in pórent - paréntal. They can be affixed both to words
and to roots. Class II affixes, such as -ness, -less and -er are stress neutral i.e.:
they do not shift the stress of the base word. They are attached only to
words6. The stress-neutral character of these affixe,s is guaranteed by both the
ordering of this type of affixation after cyclic stress rules and the presence of
the word-internal boundary symbol lt, which blocks the application of cyclic
stress rules by convention, because the lt is not mentioned in the structural
description of these rules. Finally, this model also predicts, according to
Siegel, that class II affixes are always peripheral with respect to class I af-
fixes. Consequently, the rule ordering also expresses restrictions on affix
combinations.

Hypotheses of this kind, relating to the morphology of English, are found
in Allen (1978), Strauss (1979c), Kiparsky (1982a,c) and Mohanan (1982). In
the last two publications, however, this theory has acquired a more general
form, being meant as a general hypothesis concerning the interaction of
phonology and morphology in the morphological component of natural lan-
guages.

This theory, which is known as the theory of Lexrcer- PnoNor-ocy, com-
prises, in essence, two sub-hypotheses:
(i) Phonological rules (not only stress rules, as in Siegel's model) can already
be applied in the morphological component, immediately after the operation
of a morphological rule;

6 However, as word formation rules are optional, the ordering hypothesis does not guaran-
tee at all that class II affixes cannot have roots as input. Moreover, both Aronoff {L976:32) and
Strauss (1979c:.398) give counter-examples to this claim, e.g. butch*er, drear*y and happ4ry.
Anbther problem is that the ordering hypothesis is not qualified to account for restrictions on
affix combinations within, for example, class I affixes, as van Marle (1979:123) notes.
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(ii) the Ínorphological rules can be divided into n levels; a morphological rule
of level i can no longer be operative as soon as a morphological rule of level
i * t has applied. Phonological rules operating within the lexicon, are active
at one or more levels which probably have to be contiguous (Mohanan 1982,
Kiparsky L982c:132). Thus in Kiparsky's theory, the morphological compo-
nent is generally structured as follows:

The outputs of each level are well-formed words.
One great advantage of the first hypothesis is that the cyclicity of

phonological rules is no longer an independent principle, applicable to a sub-
category of the phonological rules, but is a result of the organisation of the
morphological component. In addition, this theory predicts correctly that
some phonological rules should operate before morphological ones. As far as

Dutch is concerned, I have defended this hypothesis in Booij (1981b); I will
not discuss it any further in this articleT.

The second sub-hypothesis comprises two aspects. First, in a 'level-or-
dered morphology', the field of application of phonological rules can be
speciÍied without using a distinction between several types of boundary sym-
bol (such as *,lt and #lt ). For example, in Kiparsky's theory the main
stress rule in English operates on level 1, which makes it impossible for this

7 See also Harris (1982) for an interesting elaboration of this §pothesis for Spanish.

level 1 morphology

underived lexical
items

I

level2 phonology

I
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rule to affect complex words formed on level2 (words with "+" - affixes and
componds), guaranteeing that suffixes such as -/ess and -ness will be stress-
-neutral. Secondly, this level ordering also predicts the order of affixes in a
multiply complex word.

3.1. Strict cyclicity

Mascaró introduces a principle of Srnrcr Cvcr-rcrrv, which states that
cyclic phonological rules can operate only in derived environments, i.e. envi-
ronments created by the previous application of a phonological or mor-
phological rule. The condition reads as follows (Kiparsky L982c:154):

(5) Strict Cycle Condition
a. Cyclic rules apply only to derived representations.
b. Def.: A representation Q is derived with respect to rule R in cycle

i iff 0 meets the structural analysis of R by virtue of a combination of
morphemes introduced in cycle j or the application of a phonological
rule in cycle j.

The Trisyllabic Shortening Rule (TSR) will serve to demonstrate the effect of
this condition. This rule affects, among others, the words in the right hand
column of (6i). Kiparsky (L982c:L47) states the rules as in (6ii):

(6i) sàne sànity
ömen öminous
llne lÍnear
nàtion nàtional

(6ii) V + [-long] / - CbViC"V; where V1 is not metrically strong.

The condition on V; entails that Vi may not be stressed, so that the rule ' '

does not afÍect e.g. idólatry, where the first vowel remains long. Condition
(5) correctly prevents TSR from affecting simplex words such as ivory, night-
ingale and Oedipus, which do satisfy the structural description of (6ii), but
still get no short vowel in the first syllable. For example, ivory does meet the
structural conditions of (6ii), but not because of the application of a mor-
phological or phonological rule.

Kiparsky does not want to consider the Strict Cycle Condition as an inde-
pendent principle of grammar, but prefers to derive it from another condi-
tion, the Er-sswrrrRE CoNorrroN, which states that if two rules can be applied
to a certain form, and produce different results, only the more specific rule is
applied:

8 This condition is related to that stated in Kiparsky (1973) "Obligatory neutralization rules
apply only in derived environments", but it is more restricted, because it only holds for cyclic
rules-
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- (7) Elsewhere Condition (Kiparsky 1982c: L36-37)

Rules A, B in the same component apply disjunctively to a form @ if and
only if
(i) The structural description of A (the special rule) properly includes

the structural description of B (the general rule),
(ii) The result of applying A to Q is distinct from the result of applying

B to Q.In that case A is applied first, and if it takes effect, then B
is not applied.

The desired blocking of the Trisyllabic Shortening Rule (TSR) with respect
to the simplex words is now achieved by (i) the Elsewhere Condition, and (ii)
the assumption that every lexical entry is an identity rule, the structural de-
scription of which is identical with the structural change. Therefore, in the
case of ivory two rules compete with each other:

ivory-+i vory
V C6ViC6V; --> V C6ViC6Vi

[-longl

The Elsewhere Condition applies here, because the structural desccription of
(8i) is more specific, and consequently includes that of (Sii). Moreover, the
outputs are distinct i.e. contradictory, because the output of (8i) includes a
long vowel, whereas (Sii) has a short one.

An additional advaniage of Kiparsky's reinterpretation of tÉe Strict Cycle
Condition is that cyclic rules are now allowed to operate on simplex words if
they add information as, for example, the English Main Stress Rule. The
Elsewhere Condition does not block the application of this rule to simplex
words, because the output of this rule is not distinct from (contradictory to)
the stress/ess output of the lexical identity rule.

Kiparsky argues that the Elsewhere Condition correctly fails to block the
application of TSR to complex words, because complex words do not occur
in the lexicon, and consequently do not form a lexical identity rule. It seems
now that approach A from seètion 2, the view that complex words do not
occur in the lexicon, forms the basis of Kiparsky's theory of rule application.
However, this is not the case. No problem arise concerning approach B, pro-
vided we assume that the effect of lexical phonological rules is coded in the
lexical representation of complex words. The lexical representation oÍ sanity
is then /senity/, with a short vowel in the first syllable. Here, the Elsewhere
Condition does not block the application of TSR, because the output is not
contradictory to that of the lexical identity rule: in both cases the vowel of the
first syllable is short. In this case TSR is allowed to operate vacuously without
having a wrong effect on the output.

(8) i
ii

I
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If the lexical representations are as concrete as is suggested here, thé re-
presentations of the exceptional behaviour of complex words such as obesity,
which, in spite of TSR, have a long vowel in the second syllable, can also be
quite simple, viz. with a long vowel in the second syllable. Then the Else-
where Condition blocks, as desired, the application of TSR and the use of a
negative rule feature has become superfluouse.

It can be concluded that approach A does not need to be a cornerstone of
the theory of rule application defended by Kiparsky, and that approach B, in
that respect, provides an even more attractive account of exceptions.

3.2. Extrinsic ordéring of word-formation rules?

As we have seen above, the level-ordering of morphological and
phonological rules has two functions: to delimit the domain of phonological
rules, and to account for the restrictions on affix combinations.

As far as the latter function is concerned, ordering is useful only when the
lexicon does not have a list of complex words that can also serve as input for
word formation, for this would make ordering as a mechanism, designed to
account for the restrictions on affix combinations, senseless, as is shown by
the following diagram of a morphological component with two levels of affix-
ation:

(e) LEXICON

Complex words I Simplex words, roots

tion

As word formation rules are optional, this model permits a word of the
type [[x] Aff2] to be made first (Aff2 : affix of level 2), and then to serve as

input to level 1 affixation.,In spite of level-ordering, this procedure allows
words of the type ll[x] Aff2lAffr] to be derived, with an affix of level L being
peripheral to an affix of level 2.

Naturally this problem arises only if we accept both that competence con-
tains a list of complex words (approach B), and that it serves as input to word
formation. H:alle (7973), for instance, makes only the first assumption, allow-

e Here the interpretation of the sentence "...if it takes effect..." in the Elsewhere Condi-
tion is not clear to me. It cannot mean that A must produce a difference between input and out-
put, for lexical identity rules do not, but still Kiparsky ascribes the A function to them: they must

block TSR, among other things.
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ing word formation rules to operate succesively in his model, without inter-
ference of the 'dictionary'. However, he does observe (like e.g. Jackendoff
1975:652) that idiosyncratic properties of complex words return systemati-
cally in words formed on the basis of those complex words. To give a simple
example: the '(apple) core' interpretation is found not only in klokhuis,but
also in the diminutive formed from it: klokhuisje. Accordingly, Halle con-
cludes that the 'dictionary' should serve as a global condition on word forma-
tion. In this respect, he notes that "...[t]his fact would require that word for-
mation rules be formal devices of considerable power." (p.13). This is no
doubt a great disadvantage, particularly since there is a simple alternative:
the assumption that word formation rules apply to existing complex words
(see also Booij 1977:20).

Aronoff (L976) and, following his example, Selkirk (1980:597), are repre-
sentatives of the view that word formation rules affect existing words
(simplex as well as complex):

(10) All regular word-formation processes are word-based. A new word is
formed by applying a regular rule to a single already existing word.
(Aronoff 1976:2l).ro

This implies that Aronoff assumes the loop of model (9). Consequently,
he rejects the extrinsic ordering of word formation rules as means to express
restrictions on affix combinations. "...ordering of WFR's is impossible within
the general framework of this monograph." (p.61). The same point is made
again on p. 84 of his book when he argues that formations such as

(1 1) analyz{labil*ity
standard#ize*ation
govern{Fment*al

in wtiictr a *-affix is peripheral with respect to a #-affix, do not constitute
any problem whatsoever for his morphological theory, for in the first applica-
tion of the word formation cycle e.g. *able can be attached and in the next
one *ityLL.

10 Aronoff does not give an exact definition of the notion 'existing word'. It cannot be

equated with 'word in the lexicon', for only complex words with at least one idiosyncratic prop-
erty are entered, whereas also entirely regular complex words can be input to word formation.
If, on the other hand, we do interpret 'existing word' as 'word in the lexicon', hypothesis (3)
should be restated as follows o'...a new word is formed by applying a regular rule to a single al-
ready existing or possible word".

11 Aronoff notes (p.84-85) that problemes do arise with respect to stress rules. For example,

the stress in analyz*abil+ity carlÍot shift to the right in the last cycle, on account of the blocking
effect of the lf of -able. T\is demonstrates that the SPE-theory of boundary symbols as instru-
ment for the proper application of stress rules is inadequate without the ordering hypothesis.
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Other well-known counter-examples to the hypothesis that stress-neutral
affixes are attached after stress shifting ones, are words such as un*gram-
matical+ity derived from ungrammatical and extra*metrical-fity derived
from extrametrical.In the theory of level ordered morphology such formation
can only be accounted for in ad hoc ways. For instance, with respectto gov-

ernmental and developmental, Mohanan (1982:50) assumes, without any

further motivation, that in these words -ment is a level 1 suffix. Concerning
ungrammaticality, Kiparsky (1982a) assumes that, though in his theory words
normally lose their internal structure at the end of each level, (the Enasune
CoNveNrroN)I2 some words, such as ungrammaticality, are an exception to
his Erasure Convention, allowing the prefix un tobe inserted on level 1 in the

still visible paït"fgrammaticafi af ff,grammatical] ityf . Apart from the fact that
Kiparsky is forced, then, to provide complex words with exception features,
i.e. with respect to the Erasure Convention and thus to list them, the assump-

tion that word formation rules can insert a prefix within the internal structure
of a word, is very dubious indeed.

As a result, we .are urged to conclude that extrinsic ordering of word for-
mation rules is not the right mechanism to account for the restrictions on affix
ccmbinations. Which approach should be taken instead, can be illustrated by
the following Dutch examples.

This problem does not occur when the boundary symbols.4re abolished. Aronoff does not
foilow this approach, though he does seem to realise the redundancy in assuming both boundary
symbols and ordering when he describes the role.of b.oundaries as follows (p.81): "Boundaries
encode the place in the phonological derivation of the base of a WFR at which the operation of
the WFR is performed"

12 Mohanan (1982:8) and, following his example, Kiparsky (l9SZa) propose a Bracketing
Erasure Convention, which deletes the internal brackets of a'complex word at the end of each
level. This prevents a phonological rule of level n, which mentions brackets in its context, from
operating as yet on (part of) a word which has been formed on an earlier level. Thus, this con-
vention also guarantees that level ordering functions as a means for the specifibation of the do-
main of phonological rules.

In addition, this convention entails that morphological rules operating on a later level, can-
not use information with respect to the morphological structure of their inputs, which has been
generated on an earlier level. For instance, iflevel ordering was to be assumed for Dutch, stress-
carrying suÍ{ixes such as -aal and -ieas would belong to level 1, and stress-neutral ones, such as

-te tolevel2. However, one property of the suffix le isÍt,at it can be attached only to simplex
words (see Booij 1977:t29). Yet, the Erasure Convention would predict that mukstilte'absolute
silence' ar,d messcherpÍe 'utmost sharpness' (from the compounds muis-stil'as quiet as a mouse'
a;nd mes-scherp'as sharp as knife') are indeed not well-formed, but on the other hand, mod-ieus-
re 'fashionableness' and grammatik-aal-te'grammaticalness' would be well-formed, which is a
wrong prediction. If there are constraints on word-formation of the type 'operates only on
simplex words', of which -te is at example, we Ínust conclude that the combination of level or-
dering and the Erasure Convention is empirically wrong. In German, a similar constraint holds
for the suffix Jing (Plank 1980:136).
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In Dutch the principle applies that non-native suffixes such as -aal and
-iteit, may only be attached when they are adjacent to another non-native
morpheme (lexical or bound) (see Booij (1977:13I-139)):

(12)
(i) grammatika grammatikaal (ii) buik *buikaal

. 'grammar' 'grammatical' 'belly'
banaal banaliteit groen *groeniteit

'banal' 'banality' 'green'

This principle also predicts that in complex words with rnore than one suffix
the native suffixes, such as -heid and -ig are peripheral to non-native suffixes.
The class of non-native suffixes almost coincides with the class of accent-car-

rying suffixes, therefore the order accent-carrying suffix before accent-neu-
tral suffix is predicted by an independently motivated principle. The level or-
dering hypothesis (level 1: stress-carrying suffixes, level 2: stress-neutral suf-
fixes) has become superfluous now.13 That the principle introduced here is
superior to the level ordering hypothesis, also appears from the behaviour'of
the only three Dutch suffixes -es, -ij and -in which are accent-carrying and yet
native, as appears from such formations as voogdés 'guardian (female)',
voogdíj 'guardianship' and heldín oheroin'. They can be attached to accent-
neutral suffixes. Consider:

(13) dans-er-és, 'danceuse' , toven-aar-és 'sorceress'
maat-schapp-íj'society', stom-er-íj'dry-cleaner's'
bakk-er-ín'baker's wife', cisterciëns-er-ín'Cistercian (female)'

Moreover, some restrictions on affix combinations such as the ones illus-
trated above, are strong tendencies rather than absolute principles which
makes it difficult to account for them in terms of rule ordering (see for excep-
tions e.g. Booij (1977:136)). Restrictions on affix combinations such as thesé';'
seem also relevant for English. A formation such as ungrammaticality does
not constitute a problem, because the [*Nauve] prefix un- is not adjacent to
the [-Neuve] suffix -ityra. Governmental and developmental, however, re-
main exceptions (assuming that -ment is [+Nauve] and -al [-Nauve]).
Needless to say that the principle discussed here no doubt accounts ogly for a

13 In ortler to avoid needless complication of the argumeníation, I will disregard here the

category of stress-shifting. bul not stress-carrying, suffixes.
la If we consider suffixes as the head of complex words (see Hoekstra, van der.É.Iulst and

Moortgat (1981), we can also restate the condition in such a way that the suffix which is to be

added must be [-Narrve] if the head is [-Nnrrve] . -l|rlus ungrammaticality is no problem, because

the head of the base un.grammatical is al.

I
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limited number of restrictions on affix-combinations in Dutch and other con-
ditions also play a role.

The remaining question is, to what extent level ordering in the mor-
phological component is needed as an instrument for the delimitation of the
domain of lexical-phonological rules. A restrictive, and therefore, attractive
hypothesis, is that word formation rules are not ordered. This implies that
the delimitation of the domain of phonological rules should be effected in
another way. It is certainly possible to develop such an alternative (see e.g.
Selkirk (1984), Booij (1985)), but this would exceed the scope of this article.

3.3. Conclusions

The theory of Lexical Phonology, as stated in Kiparsky (1982a), does not
hang on the claim that only simplex words and roots are listed in the lexicon,
the Elsewhere Condition can also predict strict cyclicity in approach B. It
even becomes easier to account for exceptions to the rules.

However, the sub-theory or'level-ordered morphology'is open to strong
doubt. Approach B entails that extrinsic ordering of word formation rules
cannot express restrictions on affix-combinations. We have noticed that other
approaches to account for such restrictions are quite feasible and, as far as

Dutch is concerned, empirically more adequate. The hypothesis that word
formation rules are not ordered still needs further analysis with respect to its
phonological consequences. \

4. Word-based morphology?

Within the framework of the theory of Lexical Phonology, objections have
also been raised against Aronoffs hypothesis of word-based morphology,
cited abovels.

When Aronoff argues that words are derived from words, he does not
mean words in their concrete shape, btrt stems (Aronoff (1978a)). In English
and in Dutch words and stems have similar forms, but, for example, in Ger-
man they do not. The wordf ndbar, for instance, in German is derived from
the stem find- which can occur only in combination with an inflexional suffix.
Yet we call a derivation such as findbar'word-based'.

AronoÍfs hypothesis implies that a word such as nominee is not derived
from the root *nomin, as Siegel (I9741L978), Allen (1978) and Kiparsky
(L982a) assume, but from the stem nominate, by adding the suffix -ee first and

15 However, the hypothesis of the 'word-based' morphology should not be interpreted as a
universal claim. Possibly, there are languages in which roots play an essential role in morpho-
logy. The point here is whether in languages such as English and Dutch only words can function
as input to word formation or that roots can be similarly employed.
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then deleting the suffix -ate by means of a 'truncation rule'. Aronoff's most
important argument for his theory is that the relation between nominate and
nominee is the same as that between, for instance, employ and employee;the
meaning of the noun in -ee is in both cases a compositional function of the
meaning of the verb. Moreover, by deleting the iuffix -ate by a separate
'truncation rule', the word-formation rule itself can be stated as simple as
possible.

In Dutch we find a comparable situation. Consider:

(14)

(1s)

(16)

(17)

i algebra'algebra'
ii democratie'democracy'
i stabiel'stable'
ii democratzsch'democratic'

sterilis e e r'sterilzse'

consumptle'consumpfion'

algebr ais ch' algebr aic'
democratis ch' democr atic'
stabilis e e r'stabilise'
democratl's e e r' democr atis e'

stenlis ati e' steilis ati o n'

consumptie/' consumptlue'

I

The examples (14ii), (15ii), (16) and (17) show that the words in the right
hand column do not have a suffix more than the corresponding words in the
left hand column, whereas semantically spoken the words on the right have
been derived from the words on the left.

There are three possible ways of relating such words as democratie'demo-
cracy' and democratisch'democratic' to one another:

(i) by deriving both words from the root *democrat

(ii) by adding the suffix -isch to democratie'democracy', followed
by truncation of -ie, or, a variant, substitution of -ie
by -isch;

(ii| by assuming a meaning postulate which relates words of the form
[x + ieh.{ and words of the form [x + isch]a to one another
(cf. van der Hulst and Moortgat t980:22-23).

The meaning postulate method implies that we assume a rule such as
(18):

(18) [x + i]N <+ [x * is]a .relating to N,

Rule (18) is a redundancy rule which relates two words A and B to one
another, the meaning of B being a compositional function of the meaning of
A, whereas the form of B is not a compositional function of A. The problem
is that this type of description makes sense only for non-productive relations.
As soon as rule (18) is permitted to operate creatively, it has in fact become
an affix substituting word-formation rule, which does not distinguish itself

I

l
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from the second option mentioned above. The derivation of words in -isch
from words in -le is no doubt productive, just as that of words in -ief from
words in -ie and that of words in -atie from words in -eerr6. In addition we
must also specify which of the two words is the base for this type of word for-
rnation, because conversely we may not derive, for instance , *panie'panic,
from panisclz 'panicky'. In other words, the double arrow in (18) should be
replaced by an arrow pcinting to the right. Thus, essentially, we are dealing
with a choice between (i) and (ii).

The first alternativ: has the advantage that operations like substitution or
truncation are rendered superfluous" A great disadvantage is perhaps that in
Dutch roots as such have no meaning, whereas we still must be able to ex-
press that the meaning of democratisch'democratic' is a compositional func-
tion of the meaning of democratie 'democracy'. This problem can be solved
by interpreting the root * democrat as being an allomorph oï democra.tie, both
allomorphs being part of the lexical entry in question (see Lieber (1981,
1982)). Naturally, it should be stipulated in the word formation rule con-
cerned, that the suffix -fuclr takes the root allomnrph as input, at least when
it is present in the lexical entry (cf. algebrai'sch 'algebraic', where -lscà takes
a word as its basis).

Kiparsky derives an empirical argurnent for the root-solution from the
theoretical framework of L,exical Phonology, elaborated above. He notes
that if a word of the from [x + B] is derived from a word with the form
[x + A], given the theory of Lexical Phonology, one might expect cases in
which the phonological effect of affix A is still present in a word which is
formed by replacing A by B. As such cases are not known to Kiparsky, he be-
lieves that the truncation/substitution approach makes empirically wrong pre-
dictions.

However, in Dutch we do have an unarnbiguous exarnple of the
phonological effect of a suffix in words in which that suffix is no longer pre-
sent in the concrete form. We are concernecl here with words in -s/er with
preceding [d] such as:

(19) toehoordster'listener (female)', woordvoerdster'spokeswoman',
aktievoerdster'campaigner (female)', aanvoerdster'leader
(female)', bestuurdster'administrator (female)'

16 Kooij (1979) also points out this problem when he discusses the possibility to represent
the systematic relations within the non-native lexicon in terms of redundancy ruies.

Herewith, we arlso reject Van Zonneveld's (1981) claim that the distinction between the
rules of the native and the non-native lexicon can be accounted for in terms of an opposition be-
tween word-formation rules and redundancy rules. Moreover, Van Zonnevcld incorrectly as-

signs word-formation based on non-native words (such as stabiel stabiliseer) to the static redun-
dancy rules of the lexicon, although this type of word formation is very productive.
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The [d] is found here owing to a phonological rule which inserts this segment
between a stem-final [r] and the suffix -er (in this case we are in fact dÉahng
with homophonic suffixes with several different meanings, like the notion
'comparative' in raarder 'stranger', and 'inhabitant, in Bíllmermeerd.er ,per-
son living in a certain part of Amsterdam' and ,agent, in bestuurder .adminis-
trator'). The rule reads as follows:

(20) Q ----+ dlY r --l er

The presence of [d] in the words listed under (19) confirms that underlying
-er has been present in these words in -sterl7 .

Although the words cited in (19) clearly illustrate Kiparsky,s argumenta-
tion, it should be noted that theoretically it is possible io interpret them as
not being counter-examples to Kiparsky's claiÀ, because the type of word
formation illustrated here has a secondary character and is paraàigmatic in
nature. In fact, it is a type of word formation analogous to word paiis such as
arbeider - arbeidster'worker (male/femaie),, in whictr case -ster may be inter_
preted as substitute of -er instead of being added directly to the verbal stem
arbeid'\ilork'. on this basis it is possible, if desired, to keep this type of word
formation outside the empirical scope of morphological ih"o.y, às is done,
for very good reasons, for formations such as flotel.Àotel o, u ,hip, also pro-
viding transportation for cars' from fleet and hotel, botel ,hotel on a moóred
ship' (from boat and hotel)l8, or in the formations kaasburger.cheeseburger,
and gehaktburger'mincemeat burger', formed analogously 1o hambur ger.

Again, we run up against the problem of the delimitation of the dornains
of competence and performance in morphological theory, a delimitation
which is not given a priori. consequently, it is not po..ibl" to evaluate
Kiparsky's argument definitively, without a further elaboration of mor-
phological theory on this point.

Besides, it should be clear that not only phonological arguments can in-
fluence the choice between words or roots as bases foi word-iormation rules.
The substitution/truncation-solution permits, in principle, the suffix, which is

17 See for similar data Van Santen and De Vries (1981:118). A second example of a still
existing phonological effect of a suffix which is no longer present, is possibly found in words such
as ambassadrice and enquetrice, denved from ambassadeur and eiqueteur respectively, where
the schwa of the base words ambassade and enquete has already disappeared due to the
phonological rule of pre-vocalic schwa deletion. This applies only ii it is presupposed that the
stttfix -rice replaces the suffix -eur. According to the alternative interpretatiàn which derives -rlce
by way of an allomorphy rule from -eur*e there is no question of suffix substitution, and con-
sequently these rvords are not relevant to the problem under discussion here (see Schultink
(1e78)).

18 Source: De Nieuwe Taalgids 63 (1970),355, Van Dale's Groot Woordenboek der Neder-
landse Taal, supplement 9th impression.
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to be deleted, to influence the choice of the suffix, which is to be substituted
or added, before the former disappears. This appears to be the case for
Dutch concerning the choice between the suffixes -isch and -lefl nouns in
stressed -ie get -isch and nouns in unstressed -ie get -ief. Compare:

(21) i democratíe'democracy'
psychologíe'psychology'

. allegoríe'allegory'
hysteríe 'hysteria'
symmetríe 'symmetry'

relótie 'relation'
explósie 'explosion'

democratisch'democratic'
psychologisch'psychological'
allegorisch'allegorical'
hysterisch'hysterical'
symmetrisch'symmetrical'

ii agréssie'aggression' ugressief.aggressive,
prodÉktie 'production' produktief .productive,

coördinótie 'coordination' coördinatief .coordinative'

relatief 'relative'
explosief 'explosive'

Recent neologisms also show this regularity unambiguously:

(22) fobisch 'phobic' (<fobíe'phobia', Vana rv 12.4.1982)
registratieve activiteiten'registering activities (<registrótie
registration' , Ad Valvas, Dutch student paper I4.5.t952)
prestatief 'achieving' (<prestótie' achieveme nt, de V olks krant
Dutch newspaper 19.12.L977)

This argument compels us to derive democratisch'democratic'.from the
word democratie'democracy'. FIowever, again this is not a compelling argu-
ment in favour of substitution/truncation. The disappearance of [i] before the
suffix -lscà does not have to be interpreted per se as the disappearance of a
morpheme. It can also be regarded as the effect of a phonological rule which
deletes a stem final vowel before another vowel, analogous to pianist,pianist,
(<pinno 'piano') and cellist'cellist' (<cetto .cello,).

one final related problem which should be discussed, is formed by the
phonological alternations in the following word pairs:

(23) democra[ts]+ie 'demo cracy' democra[t] +isch 'democratic'
consump[s]*ie'consumption' consump[t]*ief ,consumptive,

publi[s]+eer'publish' publi[k]+atie,publication,

The question is, which is the final sound in the lexical representation of the
roots of these words. For example, should ltsl or /í be chosen for the first
word pair? The theory of Lexical Phonology in combination with the
hypothesis that democratisch 'democratic' is derived from democratie,democ-
racy', makes the choice no longer an arbitrary one: /ts/ must be chosen, be-

i
lt
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cause otherwise the wrong phonetic form *[demokratsis] would be derived. If
we were to assume underlying /demokrat*i/ the rule

(24) t----+ts / [+son]-i{[*X"Ï]
being necessary then, would be permitted to operate at once, even before af-
fixation of -isch, resulting in [ts] before -i*ch. The Elsewhere Condition also
requires [ts], because it would block the application of rale (2a\ in a lexical
representation /demokrat*rl. Thus, instead of rule (24) Dutch requires a rule
like (25):

(25) ts 
-> 

t l- {-isch,-eer,...}

In the same vein, underlying /s/ should be chosen for consumpÍre'consump-
tion' and publiceer'publish' as final segment for the root. This method has
the apparent disadvantage of missing a generalisation: now we cannot predict
which /s/ becomes a [t], and which a [k]. This disadvantage, however, is only
apparent, because rules which conversely derive [s] from lW and, ltl are not
transparent phonological rules either. Compare, for example , publiceer'pub-
lish' with the verbs trukeer'trick', bruskeer'snub' and rokeer'castle', where
/l«/ does not bbcome an [s].

5. Conclusions

The theory of Lexical Phonology as stated by Kiparsky (1982a), com-
prises a number of hypotheses with respect to the organisation of the mor-
phological component. This article has demonstrated that some of them are
not tenable, particularly the idea that complex words do not belong to the
lexicon and, in relation to this, that extrinsic ordering of the word-formation
rules is not the right instrument to account for restrictions on affix combina-
tions. Finally, some observations have been made on Kiparsky's hypothesis
that Lexical Phonology entails the rejection of substitution or truncation
rules. All this, however, leaves the essential idea of Lexical Phonology, the
hypothesis that certain phonological rules already operate in the lexicon and
can be applied earlier than morphological rules, absolutely undamaged.

A recurrent problem proved to be that of the delimitation of competence
and performance in a theory on the word-creating ability of the language
user. In some cases, the tenability of a morphological hypothesis appears to
depend on the nature of this delimitation.

I
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